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Don’t miss your opportunity in Germany! Would you like to work in the health and care 
sector? Apply directly with us at the Klinik Bavaria Kreischa. There are no commercial 
agencies involved and there are no commissions. We can help you start your professional 
career in Germany. For the departments of nursing and therapy we are currently looking for 
...• nurses Who we are ...a team of certified teachers for German as a foreign language and 
translators/tutors within the framework of the international Program of the Klinik Bavaria 
Kreischa. We offer professional support for qualified international medical personnel during 
their start in the German working environment since 2012. After completing the German 
intensive course, the renowned and modern Klinik Bavaria Kreischa will be your future 
workplace. The clinic is located only 5km from the city of Dresden, the capital of the federal 

state of Saxony. Its Specialized Private Hospital and the Clinic for Rehabilitation are among 
the major private clinics nationally. You have ...•an equivalent degree or professional 
formation from your country •enthusiasm for your profession •willingness to do shift work 
and to provide specialized and patient-oriented integral care and therapy •motivation to 
adjust to another culture, working environment and healthcare system •ideally German 
knowledge according to at least level A2 (however this is not obligatory) •willingness to 
improve your German language and professional skills We offer ...• workplace integration 
supported by our translators (at the moment in English, Italian, Czech and Spanish) 
•practice-oriented German language course until level B2 according to CEFR •adequate 
payment from the beginning and employment with a limited contract until passing the B2 
exam according to CEFR •in continuation employment with a permanent contract with a 
contractual obligation of 24 months directly after obtaining the permission of use for your 

professional title •accommodation in completely furnished shared apartments for a fair 
rental price •support by our German nursing personnel during your adjustment period on 
the ward, on-the-job training and advanced vocational training •the clinic takes care of the 
application process which consists of checking the equivalence of your academic title 
(translations included) and obtaining the permission to hold the official job title (recognition 
of the profession) Have we sparked your interest? Please send us your complete application 
in English, Spanish, Italian or Czech by email to ZAV-IPS-Sachsen@arbeitsagentur.de and 
cc eures@afolmet.it - Chiffre: S-001-GES 
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